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Supplies needed: 
 Two 12"x12" pieces of textured cardstock (Basic Black) 

 Cut one into the following pieces for the wallet and belly band: 

 9 x 12 (for wallet), score at 3, 3-1/4, 7-3/4 &  8" 

 2 x 12 (for belly band), score at 2-7/8, 3-1/8, 7-3/4 & 8" 

 2 pieces of 1 x 3-3/4" (for the wallet sides), score 3/8" along both long sides 
 Cut the other 12x12 into the following pieces for the photo pages: 

 12 X 7 (Then cut into three 4 x 7 pieces) 

 Cut left over into a 4 x 7 piece (for a total of four pieces) 

 Score all 4 pieces at 6" 

 scraps for Circles #2 Die (approx 1-1/2" circle) 
One 8-1/2 x 11  piece of cardstock (Crumb Cake) 
 Cut into the following pieces: 

 2-3/4 x 8-3/4 (to layer inside the top flap of the wallet) - to be embossed 

 1-3/4 x 4-3/8 (for belly band) - to be embossed 

 3/4x 3-3/4 for top edge of photo pages) - to be embossed 

 scraps  for 4 Round Tab punch outs 

 scraps for Perfect Pennants Die 
Scrap of Vanilla for 1-3/4" Circle punch 
 
Other: 

 Elements of Style stamp set (#118611w or #1120045c) 

 Word Play stamp set (#120308w  or #120651c) 

 Basic Black Classic Ink #101179 

 VersaMark Ink #102283 

 Clear Embossing Powder #109130 



 Black Embossing Powder #109133 

 Heat Tool #100005 

 Big Shot (w/Perfect Pennant #123126 & Circles #2 #114526, Square Lattice Texture 
Folder #119976) 

 Round Tab Punch #119864 

 1-3/4 Circle Punch #119850  

 Extra Large Oval Punch #119859 

 Corner Rounder #119871 

 Crop-a-Dile #108362 

 5/8" Basic Black Satin Ribbon #117285 

 1/2"Very Vanilla Seam Binding #120999 

 Two black Glimmer Brads-Basics #121003 

 Vintage Trinkets #118764 

 Rhinestone Jewels #119246  

 Paper Trimmer with Scoring Blade 

 Sticky Strip #104294 

 Stapler 
Instructions: 

Wallet: 
1. After scoring the wallet, corner round all four corners.   
2. Fold wallet so smaller portion is on top.   
3. Use Elements of Style with Versamark ink to stamp the front flap (the smaller flap).  

Then heat emboss with clear embossing powder.  Let cool. 
4. Open the wallet.  On the inside flap (larger portion), using the Extra Large Oval punch to 

punch a half oval in the inside flap, centering it side to side. 
5. Use Element of Style to stamp (w/Versamark) and emboss (with black embossing 

powder) - all three pieces of crumb cake cardstock 
6. Adhere the 2-3/4  x 8-3/4 decorated crumb cake piece to the inside flap of the wallet 

(NOTE:  round the top two corners ) 
7. Use Sticky Strip to adhere the wallet sides (the 1 x 3-3/4 pieces) to the middle and 

bottom portion of the wallet to form a pocket. 
 

      
 
 
 



Photo Pages:  
1. Using a little bit of snail - attach each photo page to each other at the 1" scored ends 

only ( 
2. Attach 3/4" x 3-3/4" decorated crumb card stock to the front photo page (left side) Use 

Crop-a-Dile to punch two holes in the 1" score area (one at each end). 
3. Insert 5/16" Jumbo Brads 
4. Use cardstock scraps to punch out 4 round tab punch-outs in four colors 
5. Use stapler to attach tabs to photo pages 

 

 
 
Belly Band: 

1. After scoring your belly band, adhere together with Sticky Strip 
2. Run the decorated 1-3/4 x 4-3/8 Crumb Cake piece through the Big Shot with the Square 

Lattice Texture Folder.  Adhere to the front of the belly band 
3. Tie the Satin and Seam Binding Ribbons 
4. Create the Medallion as follows: 

a. Stamp image "I do" image from Word Play in Basic Black on Very Vanilla 
b. Punch out with 1-3/4 Circle Punch 
c. Layer onto Basic Black 1-1/2 Circle cut with Circles #2 Die & Big Shot 
d. Layer onto Crumb Cake Pennant cut with Perfect Pennant Die & Big Shot 

5. Pin the Medallion to the ribbon 
 

      

Enjoy ~ Dawn O! 


